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Abstract

Objectives. This study explores new methods for assessing in greater detail what dentists do when they perform oral cancer early detection examinations. It clarifies practice behaviors, and opens opportunities to identify factors that facilitate thorough early detection examinations by clinicians, and to assess the relative effectiveness of different examination procedures.

Methods. A 38-item survey instrument was emailed to dentists in a western U.S., multi-state dental practice group. Questionnaires were received by 241 dentists, and 102 responded. An Oral Cancer Knowledge scale (0 to 14) was generated from correct responses on oral cancer general knowledge. An Oral Cancer Examination Thoroughness scale was calculated from the two dimensions of reported usage and frequency of procedures in oral cancer examinations.

Results. Nearly all responding dentists were in general practice (90%), with a median year of graduation from dental school of 1994. The Oral Cancer Knowledge scores ranged from 5 to 14 with a mean of 10.4. The mean Thoroughness of Examination score was 11.34 (range 0 to 20). The two scales were not statistically correlated ($r=-0.015$, $p=0.883$). Statistically, recency of continuing education was significantly associated with knowledge ($p=0.0284$) and appears to be marginally associated with thoroughness ($p=0.075$).

Conclusions: This study documents considerable variability in dentists’ knowledge and thoroughness of examinations. The scales provide tools for future studies for improving understanding of early detection of oral cancer in clinical practice.
Assessing Oral Cancer Early Detection: Clarifying Dentists’ Practices
Introduction

The American Cancer Society projected 35,310 new oral cancer cases in the U.S. during 2008 and 7,590 oral cancer deaths.¹ The U.S. incidence and mortality rates for oral cancers have declined in recent years, though they have been rising in some population subgroups.² Five-year survival rates began to show improvement in the mid 1990s, after being stable for two decades, but still remain poor (60% for 1996-2003).³ Improved survival raises quality-of-life issues for patients who may undergo combinations of surgery, radiation and chemotherapy.⁴ A 1999 review⁵ on physical and psychosocial correlates of head and neck cancer showed that “many vital functions, such as mastication, swallowing, speaking, taste, smell, and appearance can be affected both before and after treatment.” Facial disfigurement, tumor stage, gender and social support are major variables in quality of life and psychosocial adjustment to these cancers.⁶

Improved survival is associated with early detection. U.S. five-year survival rates for 1996-2003 were 81.8% for localized tumors, 52.1% for regionally metastatic tumors, and 26.5% for distant metastases.² Earlier diagnosis leads to less complex, debilitating, and costly treatment. Stage of disease at diagnosis and quality of life are strongly associated, and patients with advanced tumors report much poorer quality of life than patients whose tumors were detected at earlier stages of disease.⁷ Less invasive treatment enabled by early detection provides synergy between quality of life and survival.⁸

Despite public health efforts, early detection rates have not improved. Healthy People 2010 Objective 21-6 is detection of 51% of all oral cancers at localized stage, but the Midcourse Review found the rate had moved away from its target.⁹ Diagnosis of localized disease had not improved.
Emphasis has been placed on early detection of oral cancers by dentists during routine examinations.\textsuperscript{10-11} Dentists’ familiarity with and access to their patients’ oral cavities make dentists particularly well suited to perform early detection examinations.\textsuperscript{10} Yet, studies of oral cancer early detection in dental offices have been discouraging.\textsuperscript{12-21} Assessments of dentists’ knowledge of oral cancers have consistently found dentists not well prepared to perform early detection in their patients.\textsuperscript{12-15} While studies have investigated the frequency and periodicity of dentists’ performance of “early detection examinations,” they have not included details of specific procedures dentists perform.\textsuperscript{16-21} A few studies have inquired about palpation of cervical lymph nodes,\textsuperscript{17,18,21} but have not investigated the frequency with which dentists palpate other head and neck structures where tactile examination might reveal hidden abnormalities that could be signs of cancer. One study explicitly asked dentists whether they visually examine patients’ tongues, but did not inquire about palpation.\textsuperscript{20}

Dentists report attending continuing education (CE) programs on oral cancer early detection which suggests that many perceive a need to update their knowledge and early detection skills.\textsuperscript{12-14,17-18,21} Studies do show associations between CE attendance and knowledge.\textsuperscript{12-13} However, while one study examined the impact of CE attendance on dental practice,\textsuperscript{18} and did find that CE attendance was associated with higher indexes for both screening examinations and risk assessment, the study’s measure of screening was limited to whether dentists “examine” patients for oral cancer and whether they palpate lymph nodes.

For dentists to contribute fully to improvement of early detection, they must perform thorough examinations.\textsuperscript{11} Signs and symptoms of oral cancers are often neither obvious nor apparently threatening. Identification requires skill and care.\textsuperscript{22-23} This current study assesses methods for obtaining greater detail on what dentists report doing when they perform oral cancer
early detection examinations. Building upon prior research, we expanded previously used questionnaires with the addition of questions on the dentists’ performance of specific examination procedures and the frequency of performance. We used these questions to generate a scale measuring reported performance. This scale is a step toward further studies to clarify practice behaviors and to identify factors that facilitate thorough oral cancer early detection examinations. In addition, further specification of procedures used, as we have done, can facilitate future assessments of the cost effectiveness, sensitivity, and specificity of the various different procedures that clinicians use, potentially facilitating development of widely accepted practice standards that can be taught and practiced.

**Methods**

**Sample**

In the summer of 2007 a western U.S., multi-state dental practice group contacted the authors to ask assistance in surveying their dentists regarding their oral cancer early detection practices with an existing instrument that had been used in prior research. Recognizing that prior surveys had not fully explored the various procedures that dentists might be using, we developed and fielded additional questions that probed more deeply into the report of practices than prior studies had done.

On November 6, 2007 the home office of the practice group forwarded by email the revised, 38-item survey instrument to each of its practice sites across four states. The manager at each site was instructed to distribute the instrument to all dentists at that location and to ask each dentist to complete the form and return it to office management to be forwarded back to the home office. The cover on the instrument was clear that participation in the survey was voluntary, and that findings would be published. Informed consent was implied by participation.
No personal identifying information was elicited by the questionnaire. The research team had no contact with the group’s dentists. Three email reminders were sent by the home office in weeks 2, 3, and 4 to encourage participation.

A total of 241 dentists received the questionnaire. After four weeks, 102 completed questionnaires had been returned, yielding a response rate of 42.3 percent. Data analysis was conducted using SPSS 15.0 (SPSS Inc., 233 S. Wacker, Chicago, Illinois 60606) and SAS 9.1 (SAS Institute, Inc. Cary, NC 27513). This study had approval from the Institutional Review Board of the University of Illinois at Chicago (IRB2007-0897).

Data

The questionnaire captured basic background/demographic information on the dentists. It also reviewed knowledge of oral cancer, early detection practices, and information on the length of time since the respondent’s most recent continuing education (CE) on oral cancer.

Following prior studies, a series of questions probed respondents’ general knowledge about oral cancer, the impact of early detection on patient survival, and the characteristics of lesions associated with smokeless tobacco. Each correct response was assigned one point. No points were assigned for incorrect responses or non-responses. Points were summed equally across all items to create an “Oral Cancer Knowledge” scale measuring each dentist’s general knowledge of oral cancer.

To assess the components of the oral cancer examinations reportedly performed by the dentists, a series of questions probed specific examination components and the frequency of performance. From these responses we created a scale which captured two dimensions of examinations: procedures used and frequency of use. For each procedure, points were assigned as follows: Always = 4; Usually = 3; Sometimes = 2; Rarely = 1; and Never = 0. We summed
these scores across each procedure for each dentist to produce a “Thoroughness of Examination” scale which represents the likelihood that each of a dentist’s patients will receive a thorough examination. The questions used to derive the scales are included in the Appendix.

We investigated whether there was a linear association between either the knowledge scale or the thoroughness scale and the time since last CE using (1) the Mantel-Haenszel Chi Square test (MH) for linear association and (2) differences of means testing using analysis of variance (ANOVA). The MH test treated the knowledge scale as an ordinal variable which was divided, as equally as possible, into 4 levels (5-8, 9-10, 11, ≥ 12). Time since last CE is also an ordinal variable: 1 (< 1 year); 2 (1-2 years); 3 (> 2 years); and 4 (never). In the ANOVA model the knowledge scale was treated as a continuous variable. Because the distribution of the knowledge scores was not normal, we transformed them using the Box-Cox transformation\(^{24}\) \(((Y^{1.75}-1)/1.75, \text{where } Y=\text{knowledge score})\) prior to ANOVA. Because the thoroughness scores were normally distributed, no transformation was required; otherwise, the statistical methods for analysis were identical for both scales.

**Results**

All of the practice-group’s 241 dentists received the survey. The response rate (42.3%) reflects a self-selected sample of 102 practice dentists. The sample consists of 74 males and 28 females (2.64:1), 90% being general dentists. The remainder are specialists in orthodontics (4), oral surgery (2) and endodontics, pediatrics, and prosthodontics (1 each). The year of graduation from dental school ranges from 1957 to 2007 (median 1994). At the time of the survey, more than 1/2 of the sample had been associated with the dental group for three or more years, some for as many as 30 years and some for only a few months. They reported seeing an average of 200 patients per month, with some reporting as many as 900 monthly patient visits. Data
provided by the home office confirms that the sample is representative of the total practice group in gender (2.64:1 male), years with the practice group (median = 2.5), and year of graduation (median = 1989). However, sample dentists are more likely to be general dentists (cf. 55% for the whole group) and to report seeing more patients annually (group mean = 1386).

**Perceptions of Oral Cancer Early Detection Training**

All but one respondent agreed that dentists should be trained to examine patients for oral cancer, and 100 (98%) agreed that training should include palpation of cervical lymph nodes. More than 1/3 reported never having attended a CE course on oral cancer (Figure 1).

The dentists rated their training in oral cancer early detection generally, and in lymph-node palpation specifically, on scales of one to five. Few believed they were very well trained, and approximately 1/4 rated their training in the middle of the scale. Their assessment of their general oral cancer examination skills is consistently higher than their assessment of their palpation skills (Figure 2). The shapes of the two distributions are similar and highly correlated ($r = 0.766$, $p<.0001$). However, proportions were different ($\text{Chi-square} = 66.7$, $p<.0001$). The mean value for general oral cancer exam training was higher than for training in palpation (3.83 and 3.58 respectively, pairwise t-test $p=.0006$)

**Oral Cancer Knowledge and Early Detection Practice**

Possible scores on the “Oral Cancer Knowledge” scale ranged from zero to 14, and actual scores ranged from five (1 dentist) to 14 (3 dentists). The distribution of the scores was slightly skewed toward higher values: mean = 10.36; mode = 11. (The “Knowledge” values in subsequent tables represent transformed data.)

Ninety-one (89.2%) of the sample dentists reported that they provide oral cancer early detection examinations for asymptomatic patients. Most (70%) of those said they examine
patients starting at less than 20 years of age. Just over 1/3 reported examining their patients at every non-emergency (recall) examination, while more than half (53.9%) report performing annual examinations.

The examinations the dentists reported giving their patients are not consistently thorough (Table 1). Although 42% indicated that they palpate the cervical lymph nodes every time they perform an oral cancer examination, nearly 1/5 said they rarely or never do so. Most other specific examination procedures are reportedly performed less often, with the exception of visualization of the dorsal borders of the tongue, which the vast majority reported doing regularly. More than half of the dentists said they never palpate the dorsal borders of the tongue.

The “Thoroughness of Examination” scale was calculated from the data in Table 1. It is normally distributed (range 0 to 20; mean 11.34), and not correlated with the transformed “Oral Cancer Knowledge” scale (r=-.015; p=.883).

We tested for linear associations between recency of CE and the two scales (Tables 2 & 3, respectively). The linear association between the recency of CE and the transformed knowledge scale is statistically significant (Mantel-Haenszel test: p = 0.0394). The more recent the last CE, the greater was the dentists’ knowledge. The result was confirmed by ANOVA which shows the means of the four CE groups to be statistically different. In particular, ANOVA shows groups 1 and 4 to be statistically different.

The four CE groups and their group means for the “Thoroughness of Examination Scale” are presented in Table 3. The values of the means trend toward improvement on thoroughness with recency of CE, but this apparent association did not reach statistical significance in this small data set. However, ANOVA showed only a slight overlap in the confidence intervals for groups 1 and 4.
Discussion

This study expands a line of investigations of oral cancer early detection in dentistry with new, more detailed inquiries about practice patterns. It uniquely contributes to this literature by examining in greater detail what a sample of dentists report doing when they perform early detection examinations. By eliciting more detail about examination conduct, this study shows that reported early detection examinations can be highly variable from one dentist to another, and from one patient to another, even when the same dentist performs the exam.

The scale used to measure dentists’ knowledge about oral cancer is similar to indexing systems used in other studies. The scores were positively associated with recency of CE. This finding, which is consistent with prior studies, suggests that regular updating of oral cancer early detection training is needed to keep dentists well informed about oral cancer.

The need for CE is also increased by changes in scientific knowledge, advances in early detection, such as developing diagnostic adjuncts, and by changes in epidemiology that are primarily associated with changing risk behaviors in the population. Of particular note is an increasing proportion of women to men diagnosed with oral cancer, which is partly driven by shifting patterns of tobacco use. Increasing numbers of oral cancers associated with human papillomavirus (HPV) raise additional concerns. The rise of HPV as a risk factor is reflected in increasing oral cancer rates in younger people and is likely a consequence of changing sexual practices in the population. HPV associated oral cancers have a different natural history from tobacco and alcohol related cancers, are more likely to be found in the oropharynx, and may not develop visible lesions in pre-malignant and in-situ stages of disease.

Despite nearly unanimous agreement among our respondents that dentists should be trained in early detection, only about 2/3 of the sample had attended a CE program on the topic.
Most who had attended training did so more than a year prior to the survey. Training among sample dentists is neither uniform nor routinely updated, and they largely recognize that they are not fully trained in early detection, as has been found in other surveys.\textsuperscript{17,18,21} The sample dentists appear to emphasize visual over tactile examination procedures, and report less confidence in their palpation skills than in their visual examination skills. These findings are also consistent with prior studies.\textsuperscript{17-18,21} One reason dentists should perform early detection examinations is because of their familiarity with the normal appearance of the structures of the oral cavity.\textsuperscript{10} The skills required for palpation require additional experience and practice. For dentists to perform thorough examinations on their patients, they must acquire and practice palpation skills. Appropriate training opportunities would be required to meet that need.

Most of the sample (89.2\%) reported routine performance of oral cancer examinations on asymptomatic patients, usually once or more per year, consistent with American Cancer Society recommendations for patients aged 40 and over.\textsuperscript{4} By comparison, a 2004 study of Illinois dentists found that 92.3\% reported performing exams on asymptomatic patients, and 40.6\% said they do so at least annually.\textsuperscript{21} In a 2001 study conducted in New York, 86\% of dentists reported oral cancer examinations at initial examination and 80\% at recall examinations.\textsuperscript{19} However, these studies, and others like them, do not make clear what precisely dentists actually mean when they report performing these examinations. The present study strongly suggests that further probing is required to ensure that survey results reflect practice more clearly.

The data reported here show that, while some of the sample dentists report performing thorough examinations most of the time, most do not. This finding is consistent with, but goes beyond, prior research.\textsuperscript{13,16-18,20-21} In particular, our sample dentists said they do not regularly palpate the neck, the floor of the mouth, or the tongue which are all critical in thorough
examination. These deficiencies are troublesome because many oral cancers do not to present visually detectable signs or symptoms while in premalignant or localized stages when they are most treatable. Most oral cancers develop in the floor of the mouth or on the lateral borders of the tongue, and palpation of these structures is essential for a thorough oral cancer early detection examination. Visualization of the base of the tongue and oropharynx are also essential, particularly with the growing incidence of HPV positive oropharynx cancers. These lesions are typically identified at advanced stages of disease due to neck mass or oropharyngeal mass, and associated symptoms including pain, dysphagia, and bleeding. Examination must therefore include thorough head and neck and lymph node palpation, and observation of the oropharyngeal region. Palpation of the posterior third and base of the tongue may be of value in detecting lesions in these sites.

The “Thoroughness of Examination” scale developed in this study is a new tool for summarizing what clinicians mean when they report performing oral cancer early detection examinations. It can be used to identify factors that contribute to the thoroughness of the examinations performed. Early detection CE, for example, can effect changes in clinical practice. The “Thoroughness of Examination” scale can be used in future investigations to identify additional factors that determine early detection practices.

Variability in dentists’ clinical practice for early detection suggests a need for established practice standards that can be introduced and reinforced through training programs. Such standards should be based in part on the cost-effectiveness, and demonstrated sensitivity and specificity of examination procedures. However, as this study has shown, an examination may be more or less thorough. Future studies should take account of the different sets of procedures clinicians use in their exams.
Future investigations should not be restricted to dental practices either. Other health care professions can also be trained and motivated to conduct early detection examinations in patients who may not have regular dental care.\textsuperscript{31}

This study seeks to advance our understanding of how best to promote early detection in clinical practice by first demonstrating that there appears to be previously uncovered variability in clinical practice. By taking that variability into account, a deeper understanding of both existing and preferred practice can be obtained and can inform a broader discussion of public policy concerning early detection.

**Limitations**

This study has several limitations to be considered when interpreting the findings. The sample is small and may be underpowered for detecting subtle associations among variables. The sample is from a single dental practice group located in the western U.S., limiting the generalizability of the findings. Also, fewer than half of the group’s dentists responded to the survey. This low response rate is not dramatically different from that achieved in many larger studies with reported rates from 40 to 52%.\textsuperscript{12, 14, 15, 17, 18} The low rate we achieved might reflect the timing of the survey which was fielded for only four weeks during November and early December. Other unmeasured factors might also have affected the rate, but we have limited information about non-respondents and cannot fully assess whether there is any significant bias in the results because of limited participation. Notably, however, the dentists who did not respond were less likely to be general dentists.

This study is cross-sectional and relies on self reports from respondents. The limitations of one-time surveys are acknowledged.
Notably, however, the data reported here on knowledge and practice are consistent with the findings of prior, larger surveys of dentists in different geographical regions. More importantly, the significance of this study lies less in the representativeness of the findings than in the demonstration that variation in services delivered to patients is substantial in this sample and may be similarly variable throughout the population of dentists. That is an important, empirical question that warrants thorough investigation.

Another limitation, which merits further research, is that we did not ask the dentists about their use of all possible diagnostic procedures. For example, we did not ask whether they palpate the buccal mucosa or visualize the oropharynx which, we have stated, is essential to a thorough examination.

Finally, we did not assess the validity and reliability of the scales used in this study. Comparisons could not be made with previously validated scales, and actual records were not accessible for documentation of actual performance and frequencies.

This study should be viewed as a pioneering, methodological study rather than a general survey of dental practice. We anticipate conducting a larger, validation study in the future which can further contribute toward development of clinical practice standards and interventions to improve oral cancer early detection.

**Conclusions**

The opportunity to conduct an assessment for a large multi-state dental practice enabled further development of an innovative assessment tool for clinicians’ report of oral cancer early detection examination procedures and frequencies. The data show that sample dentists recognize that they have an important role to play in reducing the burden of oral cancer in their patients.
While most reported that they practice early detection, substantial variation in their early detection practices was identified.

Although most sample dentists indicated that they perform early detection examinations, as a group they do not do so consistently or thoroughly. Because these findings are consistent with previous studies, there appears to be a need to investigate the barriers that limit performance of thorough examinations for every patient at least annually and to take steps to remove those barriers. It is possible that different barriers apply to different procedures, and studies of barriers should carefully account for each specific procedure and its associated barriers.

Improving dentists’ early detection skills and their depth of knowledge about oral cancer are important steps that can be taken. The data reported here appear to reflect associations between CE and both knowledge and, to a lesser extent, thoroughness. Dental education institutions should establish and disseminate regular training opportunities for students and dentists to keep their knowledge and skills current, and to improve the quality of service they provide their patients.

This study is a preliminary exploration of improved methods for assessing actual practice more fully, and our methods enabled us to show significant variation in procedures and in the thoroughness of examinations performed in our sample. Future studies should investigate in detail the procedures dentists use, the frequency of their use, the role of adjuncts to clinical examination, and the specific barriers that may discourage thorough examinations on asymptomatic patients at all opportunities. Future research can also be directed toward establishing appropriate, clinical practice standards for early detection exams.
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Table 1. The Frequency Dentists Self-Report Performing Specific Examination Procedures for Oral Cancer Early Detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Palpate Cervical Lymph Nodes</th>
<th>Palpate Floor of Mouth</th>
<th>Palpate Lateral Borders of Tongue</th>
<th>Palpate Dorsal Borders of Tongue</th>
<th>Visualize Dorsal Borders Tongue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Always</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usually</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rarely</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Percentage Distribution of Dentists’ Self-Report of Last Time Attended Continuing Education (CE) on Oral Cancer (n=102).
Figure 2. Percentage Distributions of the Perceptions of Dentists about the Status of their Training on Oral Cancer Examination and Palpation of Lymph Nodes
### Oral Cancer Knowledge Scale Component Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Accepted Answer(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excluding the lip, which of the following are the two most common sites of oral cancer?</td>
<td>Floor of mouth, Tongue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which of the following is the most common form of oral cancer?</td>
<td>Squamous cell carcinoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which one of the following factor is least likely to be associated with oral cancer?</td>
<td>Family history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which of the following symptoms is most commonly expressed by a patient with an early oral cancer?</td>
<td>None; patient is asymptomatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The majority of oral cancers are diagnosed in people who are</td>
<td>60+ years of age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A lymph node most characteristic of oral cancer metastasis, when palpated, is</td>
<td>Soft, painless, mobile or fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do early oral cancer lesions usually appear as a …</td>
<td>Small, painless, red area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When examining the tongue for oral cancer, should a clinician …</td>
<td>All of the above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of the following conditions, which two are most likely to be associated with oral cancer? Select Two</td>
<td>Leukoplakia, Erythroplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T or F: Oral cancer exams can be discontinued after 3 negative exams?</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T or F: Early detection improves 5-year survival rates from oral cancer</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T or F: Lesions associated with smokeless tobacco generally do not resolve when use is discontinued?</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Thoroughness of Oral Cancer Examination Scale Component Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure (yes or no)</th>
<th>Frequency performed (always, usually, sometimes, rarely)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you ever palpate lymph nodes in necks of asymptomatic patients as part of the oral cancer exam?</td>
<td>How often do you palpate lymph nodes when conducting an oral cancer exam?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you ever palpate the floor of the mouth of asymptomatic patients as part of the oral cancer exam?</td>
<td>How often do you palpate the floor of the mouth when conducting an oral cancer exam?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you ever palpate the lateral borders of the tongues of asymptomatic patients as part of the oral cancer exam?</td>
<td>How often do you palpate the lateral boarders of the tongue of asymptomatic patients when conducting an oral cancer exam?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you ever palpate the dorsal borders of the tongue of asymptomatic patients as part of the oral cancer exam?</td>
<td>How often do you palpate the dorsal borders of the patient’s tongue when conducting an oral cancer exam?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you ever visualize the dorsal borders of the tongue of asymptomatic patients as part of the oral cancer exam?</td>
<td>How often do you visualize the dorsal of the tongue/larynx when conducting an oral cancer exam?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>